"Knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice."

D.A.V. Public School conducted an Inter House G.K. Quiz for the Classes IX & X on 10 July, 2019 wherein three fervent participants from each of the six houses gave tough battle to each other. The participants had to go through mazes of intriguing and mind blogging rounds consisting of questions related to current affairs, science, sports, entertainment, world history etc. It was a very informative and knowledge enriching competition not only for the participants but also for the audience.

WINNER: SHAKTI HOUSE

1. ANSHUL TREHAN        X – A
2. NALIN RAJWAR         IX – I
3. TEJAS MISHRA         IX – H

RUNNER UP: KIRTI HOUSE

1. CHAITANY GUPTA       IX – E
2. SUSHANT NATH         IX – A
3. VEDANT NAGPAL        IX – A